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COMMENT ON DURAN ET AL.

Introduction of IADPSG Criteria for the
Screening and Diagnosis of Gestational
Diabetes Mellitus Results in Improved
Pregnancy Outcomes at a Lower Cost in
a Large Cohort of Pregnant Women: The
St. Carlos Gestational Diabetes Study.
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increasing as more aggressive targets
for glucose control are implemented
(2). Hypoglycemia requiring emergency
assistance is associated with signiﬁcant
economic and personal cost (3). There
is a paucity of data on the prevalence
of maternal hypoglycemia and its complications in women treated for GDM. In
pregnant women with type 1 diabetes
on intense insulin therapy, the frequency of severe hypoglycemia may
reach 71% (4). Coma, seizures, vehicular
accidents, and maternal deaths have
been attributed to hypoglycemia and
hypoglycemic unawareness in these
mothers (4). In its presentation of a
meta-analysis to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, the ECRI
reports a 12–19% increase in the risk
of auto collision while driving for any
individual with diabetes, without differentiating individual level of risk, when
compared with the general population
(5). The single most signiﬁcant factor associated with driving collisions for drivers with diabetes appears to be a recent
history of severe hypoglycemia, regardless of the type of diabetes or the treatment used (5).
Duran et al. (1) acknowledge that the
IADPSGC identify a group of mothers at
moderate to low risk of poor pregnancy
outcomes as having GDM. As the intensity

of insulin management increases, including the initiation of insulin therapy,
so does the risk of hypoglycemia. The
St. Carlos Gestational Diabetes cohort
has unique data on outcomes and costs
before and after implementation of the
IADPSGC. Information on maternal hypoglycemia and its complications and related costs is needed before the study
conclusions support the hypothesis that
the implementation of the IADPSGC for
the identiﬁcation of GDM is cost-effective
and provides the increased number of
women with mild GDM with more beneﬁts than risks.
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e-LETTERS – COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

We read with interest the article by
Duran et al. (1) that showed an improvement in pregnancy outcomes and a
reduction in health care costs with the
implementation of the International Association of the Diabetes and Pregnancy
Study Groups criteria (IADPSGC) for the
diagnosis of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) when compared with the traditional Carpenter-Coustan (CC) criteria.
The inclusion of women with a lesser
degree of dysglycemia with the IADPSGC
was associated with a more than threefold increase in the prevalence of GDM
(11% with the CC criteria and 36% with
the IADPSGC) and, importantly, with a
more than threefold increase in the proportion of screened mothers placed on
insulin therapy (7.1% in the IADPSGC
group and 2.23% in the CC criteria
group). The higher prevalence of GDM
and insulin use in the IADPSGC group, to
which a larger fraction of screened pregnant women were exposed, asks that
treatment-associated risks, particularly
in relation to hypoglycemia, be included
in the analyses of outcomes and cost.
Hypoglycemia is of particular concern when new approaches lead to
the implementation of insulin therapy
in a larger fraction of the population.
The frequency of hospitalizations from
medication-induced hypoglycemia is
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